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Introduction
It was pleasing to see a good standard of responses from candidates in the fourth session
of the 6HI03 C examination. Many candidates wrote insightful comments which placed them
in the higher grade categories. The paper was divided into two sections: Section (A) was an
In-Depth Study question, and Section (B) an Associated Historical Controversy question.
Examiners want to see candidates who can use the sources and their own material
effectively to answer the questions set. Some candidates wrote too much generalised
comment. As a consequence, their responses lacked precise analytical focus and detailed
supporting evidence.
Although a few responses were quite brief, there was little evidence on this paper of
candidates having insufficient time to answer both questions. The ability range of those
entering was diverse but the design of the paper allowed all abilities to be catered for. There
were also very few rubric errors. As expected, there were far more entrants for C2 – The
United States, 1917-54: Boom, Bust and Recovery than for C1 – The United States, 182077: A Disunited Nation?
One pleasing trend is that very few candidates produced essays which were devoid of
analysis. The main weakness in responses which scored less well tended to be a lack of
sufficient knowledge, rather than lengthy descriptive writing without analysis. The paper
provided candidates with the opportunity to develop their essay writing and to include
source material as and when necessary.
There appears to be an increasing tendency for candidates to analyse and produce
judgements in the main body of the answer and have cursory conclusions. Candidates can
indeed sustain arguments by these means and this approach does not, in itself, prevent
access to the highest levels. However, in some cases, judgements on individual issues and
factors tended to be somewhat isolated, and ultimate conclusions were either only partially
stated or implicit. Consequently, candidates should be aware that considered introductions
and conclusions often provide a solid framework for sustained argument and evaluation.
The answers of a minority of less successful candidates in Section A suggested that they
lacked the detailed knowledge base required to tackle Questions 3 and 4 and produced a
catch-all commentary on the stipulated topic, with obvious repercussions. The best answers
to these questions – and indeed those on the 1820-77 option - showed some impressive
study of 19th and 20th century American history, with students producing incisive, scholarly
analysis.
When attempting the Section (B) questions, a small number of candidates engaged more
with the general debate of the set controversy, rather than the specific demands of the
question and source package. This was most evident on Question 7, although it was still
a small minority. The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the
next section.
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Question 1
Most candidates who attempted this question were able to discuss a range of factors which
enabled the North and the South to avoid military conflict over the issue of slavery in
the years 1820-50. The weakest candidates tended to produce (1) a descriptive account
of the key events of the period which did not address the question (2) a response which
was heavily reliant on unsupported assertions. A few very low scoring answers confused
the Missouri and 1850 Compromises. Conversely, the best responses offered a sustained
analysis of a range of causal factors, such as the 1820 Missouri Compromise, WhigDemocrat cooperation over the issue up to 1846, preservation of the sectional balance
between slave and free states, the operation of the Gag Rule, and the 1850 Compromise.
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Examiner Comments

This low Level 2 response, shown here in full, has two
main weaknesses (1) it puts forward a few sketchy
statements about the avoidance of conflict which lack
detail and depth (2) at under two sides, it cannot
offer proper analysis of a range of causal factors
operating in the years 1820-50.

Examiner Tip

Try to ensure that you write a
minimum of 4 sides in response to
the Depth Question. That way, you're
more likely to offer appropriate range
and depth in your answer.
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Question 2
This proved to be an accessible question. Most candidates were aware of the the major
developments and issues relating to Southern interests during Reconstruction (1865-77).
Consequently, the majority of responses offered some assessment of the extent to which
Southern interests were served by Reconstruction. Here, particular emphasis was placed
on relevant developments or issues such as the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments, the civil
rights Acts of 1866 and 1877, the Freedman’s Bureau Act (1866), the 1877 Compromise,
the Enforcement Acts (1870, 1871 and 1872), and white discrimination (e.g. the ‘black
codes’ and KKK violence and intimidation). Indeed, the strongest candidates demonstrated
impressive range and depth in precisely focused answers. Weaker candidates tended to(1)
write a chronological narrative account of the main developments during Reconstruction
without relating them explicitly to the question (2) neglect the 'did not serve Southern
interests' side of the argument.

Examiner Comments

This mid-Level 3 response is broadly analytical
but offers limited detail and development. Here,
for example, the candidate's assessment of the
extent to which Reconstruction served Southern
interests lacks depth.

Examiner Tip

To gain high marks on the Depth
Study question, you must have a
sound subject knowledge. Check the
specification for the key topics.
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Question 3
Quite a few candidates who attempted this popular question were let down by a lack of
detailed knowledge about the 'successes' of Prohibition (1920-33) and thus produced
unbalanced answers. Other low-scoring responses offered sketchy or inaccurate
descriptive accounts of Prohibition which lacked focus on the question. The best
answers demonstrated good range and depth in assessing the success/failure debate with
particular focus on the extent to which (1) the law was observed in rural and urban areas
(2) there was a reduction in alcoholism, drink-related crime and per capita consumption (3)
federal enforcement was effective (4) the measure promoted a black market and criminal
activity.

Examiner Comments

This high Level 4 response begins with a brief
but detailed plan which helped the candidate
produce a well-focused and clearly structured
analysis in response to Question 3. The plan
lists the main points for development concerning
the successes and failures of Prohibition.

Examiner Tip

Higher level responses are frequently based on
brief plans which summarise the main points for
development and offer a logical structure for the
analysis. Take a few minutes to plan out your
answer before you start writing your response.
That way, you're more likely to produce a
relevant and properly organised essay.
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Question 4
On Question 4, weak responses tended to offer a descriptive account of the main right
and left-wing critics of the New Deal with little or no consideration of how these influenced
Roosevelt’s actions and measures. Other low-scoring answers focused solely on one source
of criticism (e.g. the Liberty League) or else mainly considered the actions of the Supreme
Court. The strongest candidates balanced the role of the right (e.g. Republican Party, Liberty
League, business interests such as US Steel) against the impact of the left (e.g. socialists
and communists, Huey Long, Francis Townsend and Father Coughlin) in an answer which
offered good range and depth in terms of the influence both sides brought to bear on
specific New Deal measures.
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Examiner Comments

Here, in this Level 5 extract, the candidate offers a detailed and
sustained analysis of the influence left-wing opponents had on
the New Deal. Note how the arguments are clearly linked to
the question. The same approach was adopted when looking at
right-wing critics.
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Question 5
Most candidates who attempted this question were able to discuss the role played by the
North's 'passionate attachment' to the Union in bringing about the American Civil War and
then weigh this stated factor against others (such as the consequences of Southern
secession and the impact of Lincoln's election). Better responses integrated source material
and candidates' own knowledge to develop an argument about the reason(s) for the Civil
War based on the issues raised by the extracts. These responses cross-referenced the
sources extensively to support or challenge particular viewpoints in the process of reaching
a judgement. Weaker candidates often relied almost exclusively on the source material and
introduced very little own knowledge to develop a line of argument. In addition, some lowscoring answers merely offered 'potted' summaries of each source (often with a little own
knowledge included) which prevented cross-referencing and the development of a support/
challenge approach.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 2 response illustrates two common
weaknesses in low-scoring answers to the Controversy
question. The candidate adopts a basic source by
source approach with minimal cross-referencing and
adds little own knowledge.

Examiner Tip

When planning your answer, read through the
sources carefully and list all the support and
challenge points you can. This will help you to
cross-reference effectively in your answer.
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Question 6
On this question, the majority of candidates were able to offer a reasoned explanation for
the Confederacy's defeat in the Civil War based on the competing views set out in the three
sources (Northern economic strength, the problems associated with Southern localism, and
superior Union military and political leadership). Most could also draw on a sound knowledge
of the key events and developments between 1861 and 1865 which helped to determine
the outcome. Once again, stronger responses integrated cross-referenced source material
with own knowledge to put forward a substantiated judgement. Lower scoring responses
typically adopted the 'potted' summary approach to the sources or else included little or no
own knowledge. A few of the weaker responses uncritically accepted the Northern economic
strength viewpoint and failed to consider properly the other arguments set out in the
extracts.  

Examiner Comments

This candidate has produced a Level 3 answer by extracting
some relevant information from the sources and integrating
a moderate amount of own knowledge. In this extract,
sources 6 and 4 are cross-referenced reasonably effectively
to develop the point about the superior political leadership
of the North. However, there is scope to strengthen this
argument by (1) introducing relevant information from
source 5 (local Southern resistance to the Richmond
government), and (2) integrating more detailed own
knowledge about the leadership of Lincoln and Davis.
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Examiner Tip

During the planning stage, after
you have identified the key issues
raised by the sources, add your
own knowledge to these points.
That way, you will find it easier to
integrate the two elements in the
actual essay.

Question 7
Most candidates found this question accessible. Overall, the sources were used effectively
and appropriate own knowledge was included to develop the argument about the cause(s)
of the 1929-33 US Depression. Stronger responses offered a sustained analysis, based
on the cross-referencing of the extracts and the integration of source material and
relevant own knowledge, to reach a convincing judgement on the role of the banks. Lowscoring responses tended to exhibit several weaknesses - (1) relying on a descriptive
essay which was inadequately linked to the sources provided (2) poor or non-existent
integration of source material and own knowledge (3) a 'potted' summary approach to the
sources (4) an uncritical acceptance of a familiar viewpoint (e.g. the role of international
economic factors or the flawed US banking system) to explain the Depression which failed
to consider properly the other arguments set out in the sources.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 4 response integrates source material and the
candidate’s own knowledge to good effect. In this extract,
the candidate develops an argument to support the stated
claim that the weakness of the US banking system was
responsible for the severity of the Depression. Short quotations
from the sources and the candidate’s own detailed knowledge
are deployed effectively to make the case.
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Question 8
This proved to be a popular question. Many candidates made good use of the sources
and their own knowledge to develop a confident line of argument on the New Deal reliefrecovery debate (1933-39). The strongest responses offered a sustained source-led
analysis with impressive range and depth. Many in this category provided extensive crossreferencing of the sources to reach informed and nuanced judgements about the extent
to which the New Deal delivered relief and recovery. Weaker ones tended to produce (1)
a largely unsupported commentary on the New Deal relief and recovery measures which
was inadequately linked to the sources provided (2) a basic 'potted' source by source
commentary with little or no cross-referencing which prevented the development of a
support/challenge approach (3) a generalised narrative account of the New Deal which
barely addressed the question. A minority also failed to notice that 'optimistic' Source 11 did
not go beyond 1937.
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Examiner Comments

This high Level 5 response possesses several
strengths. Here, the candidate uses all the
sources, together with detailed own knowledge,
to develop a well-informed case for the view that
the New Deal delivered important relief measures.
Note, too, how the section ends with a brief
evaluation.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
In Depth Study question
•

Candidates must provide more factual details. Candidates need to ensure their subject
knowledge conforms to the specification. Weaker responses usually lacked range and/or
depth of analysis.

•

Stay within the specific boundaries of the question – for example, some candidates
explored issues outside the relevant time periods.

•

More candidates would benefit from planning their answers more effectively.

•

In order to address the question more effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis
not provide a descriptive or chronological account. Many candidates produced answers,
which were focused and developed appropriately.

•

Some candidates need to analyse key phrases and concepts more carefully.

•

Some candidates could have explored links and the interaction between issues more
effectively.

Associated Historical Controversy question
•

It is suggested that the students who perform best on Section B tended to be those
who read the sources carefully, accurately and critically; recognised themes and issues
arising from the sources, then used these to address the question. Some candidates
potentially limited themselves by closing off potential areas of enquiry by seeking to
make the evidence of the sources fit the contention in the question, without full thought
to the issues within the sources, or by using the sources to illustrate arguments without
relating evidence to other sources or own knowledge.

•

Candidates need to treat the sources as a package to facilitate cross-referencing and
advance a convincing line of argument. Many weaker candidates resorted to 'potted'
summaries of each source which failed to develop a support/challenge approach.

•

Candidates need to integrate the source material and their own knowledge more
effectively to substantiate a particular view. Weaker responses were frequently too
reliant on the sources provided and little or no own knowledge was included.

•

Candidates should avoid memorised 'perspectives' essays and base their responses on
the issues raised by the sources instead. The Associated Historical Controversy question
is an exercise in interpretation not historiography.

•

That said, there were very few really weak responses. The impression was that the
substance of the source at least enabled candidates offer some development and
supporting evidence. In such cases though, candidates often struggled to extend issues
with own knowledge, or really analyse the given views.

•

There was also a correlation between those candidates who reviewed all sources in their
opening paragraph and high performance. Whilst a telling introduction is not essential,
the process of carefully studying the sources to ascertain how they relate to the
statement in the question, prior to writing the main analysis, allows candidates to clarify
and structure their arguments.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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